Custom Made for ANYTHING you need to push or pull - cGMP design

SERVOLIFT produces these tuggers exactly for your needs. Unlike other machines on the market, our units allow easy pushing without causing a jack-knife effect. Purpose built for hygienic process environments.
A common ergonomic problem: You purchased new binder or solution vessels and find your operators struggling to move them around.

To solve this Servolift produces several different designs, each based on the brand of vessel or Bin being used. One such machine is shown herein. This particular unit features a very small footprint and an automatic docking and lift & lower system to easily drive the BOTH vessels and bins around, thus allowing any operator to work in the operation.

**Typical Options:**

- Lifting from the bottom
- Lowering from the top
- Both Lift and Lower (as seen in picture to the right)

**Design Capabilities**

- Towing capacity to 15,000 lbs
- Battery Powered Drive System
- All Stainless Steel cGMP design, full washdown
- Integrated Charging System, just plug into 110 outlet
- 100% customizable for any possible application!

Version with *lowering* from the top: This is used when your vessel/bin has 4 swivel wheels

Version with *lifting* from the bottom: This is used when your vessel/bin has 2 fixed wheels